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Linguistics 
Definition of Language and its 

Characteristic Features. 
Dr. Rajeev Kumar 

K.M.College of Education, 
Dr. Kavita Sharma 

Asst. Prof. of English Bhiwani 
GCW, BawaniKhera 

Language is a unique possession of man. It comes naturally to 
everybody so having a language, except, of course, a few cases, here 
and there, of people with mental relaxation to the extent of the impairment of nervous system and the speech organs, as in case of deaf and dumb. 

It is language alone that has distinguished the human species from 
the animals. Language is, therefore species-specific and is also species uniform. 

Language is abstraction makes no difference between this or tat variety of language, called a language. So when we talking about 

language in general. But the moment we call it a language, we immediately 
mean a particular code, a particular set of conventions which we.eperate 
through the possession of the faculty of speech. A language is not held 
in common by all human beings but only by there who belong to a 

specific speech comnmunity.
Language is an arbitrary convention of a social group of people for 

means of communication. Let us now discuss these and other 

characteristic of language.

1. Language A Verbal, Vocal Sound 

Language is organised vocal sounds using verbal elements as words 
and phrases. These are even now languages in world only in spoken 
verbal form no writing system. 
2. Language A Means Of Communication

Language exists in society enabling of all the means of 

emmunication available to man, language is the most powerful means 

conmunication such as gestures, signals, signs, flags, emblems etc. 

m.ttch upto its efectiveness. riuman beings through language 
e whole gamut of tner tCngs, emotions and thought in 

therwise poss1ble.
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Language a Social Phenomenon : 

anguage eXIsts in society enabling its members to communicate 
through conv eoch conventionally accepted sound symbols. Its relates all members 
toeether and binds them in a distinct social groups. In a society language 
together and b 

fe sed to interact and co-operate with one another. It is through language 1S used to 

that a SOciety develops its culture and established its conventions, beliefs 
and values. !a fact, language gives society a distinct identity. 

4. Language As Non-Instinctive And Conventional 
Language is a gift of evolution and convention. Nobody can learn it 

overnight. One has to evolve and acquire it. One does not get its in 

heritage. It is also not instinctive unlike our feelings, emotions and aspects 
of our behaviour everybody has an inmate (inborn) ability to acquire 

language which has to be exercised. 

5. Language Is An Arbitrary 

Language is arbitrary in the sense of that there is no logic or reason 

in associatng n canings with word. There is no reason why a particular 

Word means a particular thing or idea and not any other. There is, 
inlact no relationship between words and meanings. The same thing or 

object has different phonological identity in different languages and 

those is no logic why it is so names of things bear no logical relationship 

wun the things and this is what arbitrariness is. Why things are called 

wnat they are catled is merely an accident of linguistic history whose 

causes caNnot be understood and explained. Through there are echo 

Ery language which imitate the sounds they represent their 

number is so ver, 
reason. Forr Small that these cannot account for any plausible 

their sound 

For example the English words 'buzz, 'run and bang represent reason.

their sound. 
in a highly arhords and meaning in every language have been paired 
in a highly arbitrary manner. 
Language Is Symbolic 

Every langu 
for particularsou for particulary ge is represented by certain symbols which shared 

sound is againa Bul why a particular symbol stands tor particular

d morphongical identity of words is arbitrary.
and morphologiey which cannot be explained, both the phonologkcai

7. Language 
Language is 

ls 
a Systematic

an infinite number y systematically arranged phenomenon. Ou 

set of sounds whichnds every language chooses for itself a F 

ges in its phonological and gramm 



systems. For examples within the grammatical system we hav 

morphological and syntactical systems, which in their turn have ur her 
systems as those of gender. number, mood, Aspect etcC. In every languape 

there is also a system of combining sounds with one another For 

example, in English there is a system of combining such sounds as "br' 
'sp' "pb' but not a system of combining "bt sb , 'pc' etc. in the beginning 
of a word. That is why language has been called system of systems. 

Language Is Unique, Creative, Productive 
Language is unique to the human world and earth. It means that 

only human beings possess it and only the earth has language spoken 

on its surface. There is no known example of an animal speaking 
language and its being by a human generation on any other planet. 

Language is creative and productive in the sense that by usingits 
structural elements new sentences and utterances can be produced. 

Language, A Competence: 
Language is human competence in particular situations. In theses 

situations, man is required both to understand what others say and to 
say what he himself wants to say. In understanding others, he has to 
show his linguistic competence and in expressing himself he has to 
combine with his linguistic competence his communicative competence

also 
The first major application of linguists is in the field of teaching and 

learning. One cannot teach a language without first knowing about it 

knowing a language is one thing but knowing about a language is yet 

another. Being all to speak a language fluently is no guarantee that one 

is able to present it to other for learning. 
A teacher untrained in linguistics may present wrong facts about a 

language e.g. even today teachers of English teach tenses of English. 

whereas, modern linguistics has proved that English has only two tenses 

present and past. Proper training in linguistics keeps him aware of 

the recent research in linguistics. It also enables him to grade the fact 

Of language properly before leaching them. 

A trained teacher can prepare his own teaching material based on 

neaningful situations or he can modify the available teaching books 

COrding to the situations in which the pupil lives. A linguistically trained 

eches always bears in mind the differences between the pupil'smother

gue and the language being taught to him. He can mark the areas of 
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difficulty and suggest remedies too. Trained teachers of language are such sought after around the world. Teaching English only is a major industry in the world. English is a major language of international communication. It is the most widely learnt second language. Another application of linguistics is in the field of translation of computers only a linguistic programme a computer by feeding the structure of the two language it is dealing with. 
Tele Communication is another field where a linguist can be very useful. Phonetics is very important in telephone communication. By excluding the unessential features of speech a phonetician, can improve and speed up communication besides sawing money. 
Acoustic phonetics can be useful in the production of visual deaf and dumb aid. It is a spectrograph which converts speech sounds into pictures which the deaf can be easily taught to read. 
Now scientists are trying to develops robots who can answer 

questions. But before this the robot has to be fed with an immense 
amount linguistic information and this job cannot be done without the 
help of a linguist. 

Speech Pathology is another area where linguistics plays a very 
important role. There may be a language disorder of phonetics. 
phonological or grammatical nature or some combination of these. And 

if the disorder is of grammatical nature, then which aspect of grammar 
is affected and how deeply? Before a therapist begins his treatment he 
will have to seek the advice of a linguists to know what the language 

deficiency is and how far it is removed from normality. For example, if 
a four-year child suffers from language disorder, a linguist as an expert 

in child-speech can tell the therapist what the normal speech patterns 

of a four-year-old are. He can give him important information about 

the linguistic state the patient should achieve 

Language studies make one a specialist in moderm languages. Such 

language specialist has job opportunities in fields like foreign service 

UNO and other intemational organisations, international relation tounsl 

aplomacy, multinationals civil aviation, commerce, banking, advertising 

mass-media, journalists etc. 

Communication is the only function of language. it is two type 
written or oral. Human needs keep on changing, the neeus 

nuncation also change. Language is open ended phenomea 



335 also changes, expands itself to cope with tne communication u self to cope with the changing needs of Communication. It used boldly it can he a barrier to communication. 1ne problem of self-expression and intellioibility are universal. Whether ts a question of relations between two individuals or two nations, the choice of appropriate words matters much so we cannot fake language casually. We can use it better only if we understand it complex structure and that is what language studies do. 


